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amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
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fagocitos
It is the name of free cells present in the blood that have the function of capturing and ingesting harmful particles. 

fagocitosis
In Biology, it is the name given to a process in which certain single-celled organisms and some cells capture and ingest
harmful particles or food. 

fagofilia
It is a food disorder that is characterized by eating in an unmeasured manner.  Unmeasured passion for food or food. 
Gula, gluttony, voracity, greed.

fagofobia
Irrational fear of eating or swallowing.  It can also be the fear of choking while eating (in Colombia we say fear of
choking). 

fagot
It is the name of a wind instrument that has double tongue.  Thick tube-shaped and has an approximate length of meter
and a half.  It is made of wood and has a serious sound.

fagot
It is the name of a wind instrument that has double tongue.  Thick tube-shaped and has an approximate length of meter
and a half.  It is made of wood and has a serious sound.

fagüeño
Means favorable, beneficial, favonius, soft.

faifa
It is a word that is derived from the English word pipe which means pipe, pipe or tube.  In some regions of Central
America it is used to designate a slug or smoking pipe.

fainá
It's the name of a typical Italian dish.  It is typical of Savona and Genoa.  It is a preparation of chickpea flour, salt, pepper
water and olive oil.  The difference between the two is that Savona's fainá also has wheat flour.  In Argentina it is used
as a pizza companion.

fair
Fair is an English word that means clean, fair, fair.  It can also mean fair, exhibition, verbena.

faisanera
Relative to pheasants.  It may refer to a pheasant hatchery or a group of pheasants.  A pheasant can be a group of
pheasants, a pheasant hatchery or a woman who raises pheasants.



faïna
It is a woman's name used in Russia.  Name of an asteroid (571), which was discovered by Grigory Nikolaevich
Neuminm who named it after his wife.  

faja
In the dressing room is a band of wide elastic fabric that is placed around the waist.  Wide-belt wearing by the clergy at
the waist.  Strip of land of elongated shape.  Turning fajarse.  It means to put something around the waist.  Also in slang
boxeril, it means to attack the opponent to tip of many hits.

fajadura
It is the action or effect of placing a sash.  Action by which a baby's stomach is protected, placing a sash.

fajardo
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  It is the name of a Region and a municipality in Puerto Rico.  They are
located to the East of the island and are considered to be the Centre of water sports.

fajo
In Colombia is something elongated that may tie with some tape, ribbon or rope.  That it can fit between the hands.  That
you can wrap, wrap, tie, tie or surround with a sash (tape).  It means that there are many or many and that they can tie
or tie.  It is synonymous with bunch get, tied, spanking, handful.

fajonazo
It is an augmentative of cummerbund.  In architecture is the arch that holds the dome or the also the wide and flat
plaster frame that is placed around a door or window.

fajón
Sash or bundle augmentative.  In architecture it is a type of arch vaulted in the form of rib and serves as reinforcement
to a structure.

falaces
Plural of palaz .  It means liars, liars, fake. 

falacia
It means lie, deceit, falsehood, deception.  Invention, argument that lacks the truth.  Which is not true. 

falacro
From the ancient Etruscan falandum.  It means celestial, celestial, relative to heaven.  It was an epithet of Jupiter (like
saying God of Heaven).  Taxonomic genus of coleoptera insects.

falacrofobia
Fear of losing hair.  fear of being bald or alopecic.  Fear of hair loss or baldness, although it can also be fear of bald or
alopecic . 

falacrose



It means hair loss or hair loss.  Baldness, alopecia.

falafa
It is one of the ways of calling a typical Arab and Middle Eastern food, consisting of meatballs or croquettes of beans or
chickpeas ground or kneaded and fried.  It is also called falafel, falafel or falafphil.  It is usually tasted as a snack
especially by Turks, Jews and Lebanese. 

falaguera
It is one of the common names of the common fern, dentabron or male fern.  Its scientific name is Dryopteris filix - mas
and belongs to the Dyopteridaceae family.  There is also another plant called in the same way (also fern), also known as
aquilina coelius or Eagle fern.  Belongs to the family Dennstaedtiaceae and its scientific name is Pteridium aquilinum

falange
Part or division of an army or troop, legion, detachment, cohort, host, picket, body, battalion, Squadron.  Organization or
tactical formation of the army of the ancient Greece.  Part of a finger, each of the bones that makes up a finger.  Longest
bone of the three that make up a finger (proximal phalanx): the others are falangina (Middle phalanx) and falangeta
(distal phalanx).  Spanish fascist political party.

falangeta
It is the specific name of the distal phalanx, which makes up the tip of the fingers and where the nails are located.  Distal
finger bone.

falangina
It is the specific name of the middle or intermediate phalanxes of the fingers.

falangita
Diminutive of phalanx.  Unit or member of a phalanx .  Soldier or militiaman of a phalanx (a phalanx was a tactical group
of soldiers of ancient Greece).

falangosis
It is a medical term and especially ophthalmology used to call lower eyelid paralysis.

falar
It is a word of Portuguese language which means talk, talk.

falaz
It means he's cheating or lying.  Who commits or incurs fallacies.  You mean liar, fake, liar, artman. 

falárica
It was a type of ancient throwing weapon, a spear made of yew wood, its tip was metallic and in it was placed a tow
uncovered with some combustible substance.  The purpose was to cause fires. 

falca
It stands for cradle.  In the plain colombovenezolanos is a boat or canoe long used to navigate the rivers.  It serves to



transport loads and even animals.  It has a roof.  Very familiar way of calling Falcao Gracía within the selection
Colombia's soccer.

falcada
It means that you have sickle shape.  In Botany is a kind of leaf.

falcadina
It means originating or related to Falcade, a region and a city of Italy (Province of Belluno, Veneto Region).

falcado
It means that it has a similar to a sickle shape.  Curvature in the head.

falcafort
In Náutica is the cover of the gift in the linings of the smaller boats.  Its function is to prevent those travelling on boats
from falling into the water.

falcaldina
It means originating or related to Falcade, a region and a city of Italy (Province of Belluno, Veneto Region).

falcaria
It is the name of a genus of plants in the family Apiaceae, as it is monotypic, also called Falcaria to the type plant whose
scientific name is Falcaria vulgaris.  Its flowers are inflorescences in white umbel and are usually found on the edge of
the roads.

falcata
It is the name of a type of curved and long sword used by the Arabs.  White weapon resembling an alphange.  Type of
fluted sword used by the ancient Iberians (although really that name is not the original and was put much later).

falco
It is the name of a series of telemundo television starring Michel Brown.  Alejandro Falco, is a detective who was in a
coma for many years and recovers, managing to recover their work and stands using outdated methods.

falconido
The correct term is lacking, with tilde.  It is the castellanization of the term Falconidae.  It means it belongs to the
falcons, which is a hawk.  It is the Spanish name of the family of falcons, medium-sized birds of prey.

falcón
Falcon is incorrectly written and it should be written as Falcon ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Falcon ( 41 own name;.  Surname of Spanish origin.  It is the name of a State of Venezuela, whose capital is choir. 
Last name of political and military Venezuelan named Juan Crisóstomo.  Falcon is the name of municipalities in the
States of Cojedes, Lara and Falcon in Venezuela.  Falcon without tilde in latin means Falcon.  Falcon without tilde is a
class of 40 aircraft, Dassault in France and Lockheed in USA ) , a class of car ( Ford ).

falda montaña



Part sloping mountain range or mountain.  Hillside, slope, decline, slope, ramp, tilt, slope, descent, descent.

faldas
In Colombia is a way to call the slopes of the mountains.  Plural of skirt.  Feminine dress that is used from the waist
down.

faldón
Augmentative skirt.  Large skirt .  Part of the female garment that hangs from the waist down.  Small blanket with which
a baby is wrapped.  Any element that is placed at the bottom of something and that hangs . 

falencia
A mistake made when assuring or affirming something.  In Administration bankruptcy of a merchant .  A factor that is
negative or affects something or someone.  Failure, mistake, weakness, fragility, defect. 

falente
Falente is a qualifying adjective in common use in Colombia. It has several meanings: the first is in relation to any
machine or device and to say that it is defective, that it isn't working properly, presenting failures, which is broken.
Colloquially, it is also common to say fallengue. On the other hand falente also mean deceitful, lying, little trustworthy,
that generates doubts...

falete
Falete is the stage name of a Spanish singer of Copla and Flamenco. His name is Rafael Ojeda Rojas and is born in
Sevilla.Falo thin and small.

fall
It is a word from the English language that has several meanings: fall, fall, descent, descent, decline.  It can also mean
waterfall, waterfall, autumn or decline, surrender. 

falla
In Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.  In the Valencia region in Spain is a party, celebration.  It is also a
humorous monument (also called ninot) from combustible materials that burns after the celebration.  In geology is a
fracture of the soil, discontinuity in the layers of the soil.

fallecido
It means he's stopped living, he died.  It means dead, killed, fine, occisum, interfect, victim.

fallecidos
It's the plural of the deceased.  It means they have stopped living, they died.  It means dead, killed, deceased, blessed,
interfects, victims.

faller
It is not a word in the Spanish language, but English and means drop. Faller also is an American surname. There is a
registered trademark as Faller, which manufactures everything related to railway products to scale, model of the train.



fallo
It means decision of a judge, court or authority.  Judgment, opinion, resolution, decision.  Decision or result given by a
competent person defining a case or query.   Inflection of failure that means to stop working properly, Defect, fault,
breakage, err, make mistake. 

falló
Inflection of failing, which means to err, to err, to pifiar, to fail, to spoil, to fail, to frustrate.  It also means issuing a
sentence or ruling, resolving, judging, deciding, settling. 

falluta
False or hypocritical person.  That acts contrary to what others expect and think.  Falton, fake, simulator, deceiver.  It's
also a way of calling something damaged or defective. 

falpismo
In Colombia and Venezuela it is a colloquial and irreverent way of referring to sexual abstinence.  Lack of sexual
intercourse.

falsa creencia
It means frequent and popular error.  Convinced of something that turns out to be false or misleading.

falsa escuadra
The militia is an incomplete squad.  Name of a bit of carpentry.  Bracket adjustable, to measure different angles.

falsete
In Music, it is a type of singing in which the vocal cords are vibrated.  They are used to achieve a higher than normal
tone in the singer.  Note or tone achieved with effort in the vocal cords, variation of normal register in the singing.

falta de sueño
It's the definition of insomnia.  Wake up, candle, wake.

faltaría menos
It is an expression equivalent to " Is the height " " It is unheard of ".

faltã³n
falta³n is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Fulton" being its meaning:<br>The term questioning is
disrespectful.  In Colombia, it means character false, unworthy, treacherous, disloyal, unfaithful, perjury, traitor,
ungrateful.

falto
It means scarce, lacking or lacking something.  That you don't have or you don't have.  Inflection of lacking, which
means lacking, not having, requiring, needing. 

faltonear
In Colombia means disrespecting an agreement Miss, breaching, breaking, break, disobey, contravene, flout.  It is



deliberately to break what had been agreed previously.  .

faltriquera
In Colombia and especially in the Departments of Antioquia, Caldas and the North of Tolima it means pocket.  It is also a
small cloth bag that women hang on their belts, under the dress or apron. 

falucho
It is a type of small boat, sailboat and having a (Stern) tilted the bow stick.  Hat 2-prong type.

falúa
Type of small old boat.  Boat, boat, boat.  Faluca is also used.  Small surveillance boat used by port authorities. 

fama
Colombia is a butcher or a place to cut and sell meat or meat.  Recognition, fame, notoriety, prestige, popularity,
reputation, celebrity, triumph, boom, success.

famele
famele is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Female" being its meaning:<br>It is not a word in the Spanish
language. The correct term is female, which is a word of the English language and means female, female.

famélica
It means she seems to be hungry, malnourished.  It means skinny, squalid, smite, skeletal, scratic, anemic.  It lacks the
nutrition required to have good health.  Poorly fed.  Sick for lack of a good diet.

famélico
It means skinny, very thin, bony, smyriate, malnourished, scrawny.  Hungry, avid, needy. 

famélicos
Plural of famelic .  It means skinny, very thin, bony, smyriate, malnourished, scrawny.  Hungry, avid, needy.  Skinny,
thin, bony, smyriate, malnourished, scrqualid.  Hungry, avid, needy. 

familia de palabras
It is the set of words that make up a vocabo or Word promitiva and all its derivatives, have a common root, to which are
added suffixes, prefixes, or both.  All of them have to do with a same meaning.

familias dev la palaabra ojo
I think that you can have three families with the word eye. The first are the words formed with the Greek prefix meaning
eye ( ophthalmic example Ophthalmology ). The second are the words formed with the Latin prefix Ocu, 40 Oculus;
example oculist ). Finally which are formed with the word eye in 40 Spanish; e.g. moment, big eyes )

famulla
famulla is incorrectly written, and should be written as Famula.  being its meaning: the correct term is famula.  It means
domestic, waitress, Maid, service, girl servant, Maid.



fan
It means follower , fan , fan .  The plural can be fans or fans. 

fanado
In Galician language it means fanatic.  It can also mean nervous, tired or worried.  Another meaning is mueco, toothless,
toothless.

fanaticada
It is the name given to the group of followers of someone or a football team.  Swollen, bar, rock. 

fanática
It means fan, follower, fan.  It means that you like a team or are an amateur or follower of a certain sport or athlete. 

fandom
It means friend of hobbies or followers of hobbies.  Fanatical domain.  It is the apocope of the words Fan Kingdom
(kingdom of fans or fans).

fanera
In Biology it is any complementary, additional, protruding or visible structure on the skin and that is represented in nails,
hairs, hooves, hooves, scales or horns.  External or outer tissue to the skin. 

faneroprefijo
The prefix Faner, is Greek (Phaneros) means that one can see, which is shown, which shines.

fanerógamas
Plural of fanerógama .  Plants that produce seeds.  They are also called spermatophytes (technically Spermatophyta).

fanfarria
In Colombia papayera banda, charanga.  Musical group basically composed of metals (winds), and percussion.  Retreat
or music played by this band.  Musical curtain that is used to initiate an event.

fanfarrias
Plural of fanfare .  Musical pieces performed by a band.  Musical band consisting of metal and percussion instruments. 
They usually perform at popular parties.  Musical toilet.

fanfarrón
In Colombia it is used as a synonym for scaly.  Fantoche, smug, chopped, vain, believed, presumptuous, ostentatious. 

fang-
Name of an ethnic group in Central Africa, in Equatorial Guinea.  Language spoken by that ethnicity.  It is also referred
to as pamue.  Name of a star in the constellation Scorpio.  In English it means fang, tooth. 

fangal



Place where mud abounds.  Quagmire, Swamp, Pantanal, quagmire, mud.  In Colombia We also say Chuquia, Cunchal
or Pichal.

fangirleando
It is inflection of fangirlear .  It is an Anglicism.  It means to swell, follow, make bar or shout to cheer a team.  Activity
performed by a group of girls who make bar, snkeepers.  It is used mostly when it is performed by women (that's why
girl).  animate. 

fango
Mean soil percolated.  Mixture of soil saturated with water.  Mud, silt, mud.  silt, slime.  It is also used to denote smear,
discredit, dishonor.

fanny
It is a name of woman which means crowned by victory, victorious, triumphant.  Laureate.  It is of Greek origin.  In
English it means fundillo, ass or vagina.

fanon
Surname of a French Psychiatrist and Philosopher named Frantz Fanon.  It was natural from Martinique.  Name given to
the folds of the ram's neck. 

fanpage
It is a page specially created as an internal communication channel between Facebook users, interested in the same
topic, cause, character or company.  which makes it different from the profile.  Facebook's proposal suggests that it is a
better and more efficient way to do business marketing by Facebook. 

fans
Plural of fan .  It means fan , fan , follower .  Fans , fans , followers . 

fantasías
Plural of fantasy.  It means fiction, illusion, imagination and inventiveness.  The capacity is humans mentally represent
events, stories or images of things that do not exist in reality.

fantasma
It is another way of calling in popular cultures the wandering spirits or souls of deceased beings.  They usually manifest
themselves perceptibly and in places they frequented in life.  The word has Greek origin and means apparition.  Stage
name of a Mexican singer of popular music, whose real name is Alexander Garcia.  Name of a fictional character from
the comic strips, created by Lee Falk and also called "The Man Who Never Dies". 

fantasmar
It can mean fantasizing, bragging, rambling.  Fantasizing, dreaming.  It also means wandering aimlessly and aimlessly. 

fantasmas
Spirit of the past. Appearance, appeared, spectrum, vision, shadow, scarecrow, Goblin, horror. In Colombia there is also
synonymous with imagination, fancy, fear.



fantochar
In Colombia it is the same as bragging, flaunting what was done or what you have.  We also say bluffing.  Getting away
with something.  Show off, boast.

fantoche
In Colombia it means smug, vain, bluffing, believing, presumptuous, ostentatious.

fantochería
In Colombia it means bragging, fanfare, petulance, vanity, presumption.  Actions performed by the fantoche.

faquires
It is the plural of Fakir.  Fakir is also used.  It is a type of religious, mostly Hindu, practitioner of yoga, who lives in great
austerity, public charity (for charity), in permanent prayer and making acts of penitents automortificaciones sometimes
very risky and surprising.  In Colombia we say "making course for fakir", the person who endures hunger, surviving on
minimum conditions, in much poverty.  Poor, miserable, skinny, skeletal.

fara
In Colombia and especially in the Eastern Plains is a way of calling the Chucha or opossum, a mammal marsupial
Carnivore.  Also tells you common opossum, opossum, Fox, runcho, chucho.  Its scientific name is Didelphis marsupialis
and belongs to the family Didelphidae.

farala
They should ask for faralla.  If so, it means wall, wall, vertical slope of the terrain, cliff. 

faralá
Ornament, ribbon, strip of fabric. 

farallón
In Colombia it means abyss, precipice, ravine, gorge, roller, cliff, cliff.  Fjord.  It is a geographical feature in which vertical
walls are presented on the ground.  

faramín
In Spain it is a surname.  In some parts of America it is a way of calling the fara, chucha or opossum. 

farandulero
It means that he lives pending the world of spectacle, that is, of the showman.  Relative to the artists and the show. 

faraón
Name of each king of Ancient Egypt.  Noble title in Ancient Egypt.  The word as such translates "big house" or "big
house".  It is considered synonymous with king, emperor, monarch or ruler. 

farar
Slide involuntarily, usually with loss of balance. Slide. Drain. In Colombia, it is common to say skating. In Colombia there
is a mammal called fara, which is very good for the balance.



farándula
It means profession to which those who do theater or are dedicated to the spectacle in general are dedicated.  Group of
people who are dedicated to the shows and the performing arts.  Atmosphere of the shows and the theater. 

farc
Previously it only meant Fuarzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia, which is a Colombian guerrilla group.  Now
also means Common Revolutionary Alternative Force, name of the political party founded by former FARC combatants,
after the peace agreements signed with the government.  By the duality of concepts and image, the political party is
thinking of changing its name.

fardear
It means giving the appearance of bales.  Pack, pack goods or fabrics in the form of bales, packages, bales or
packages.

fardel
Bag, bag, backpack or small bundle of fabric.  Bale, bundle, sack, chuspa, petrel, Shearwater.

fardela
It is a derivative of Bale, something derogatory.  Bag, bag, backpack, chuspa.  Bag where the dressmakers kept scraps
of fabric.  In biology is a group of seabirds that live far from the coast.  They belong to the family Procellariidae and it
also tells them skates, Petrels and Shearwaters.  They have a short beak and they eat what they find on the surface of
the sea.

fardo
WAD of flattened, packed and bound materials.  Lot of paper, cloth or cardboard pressed and strapped.  In Colombia, it
also means bundle, package, bulk, bullet, sack, bag, wrap.

fardos
It is the plural of Bale. Bundle package, bag or bulk, generally means large and very tight. PACA, lio, Bale, bag, bag,
backpack, jiquera.

farfadel
It can be considered an Anglicism and means goblin ( farfadet ).  It is a popular mythological being of French culture
especially in Loire.  It's small and very naughty.  Also in France is the name of a sparkling cider.

farfan
farfan is incorrectly written and it should be written as Farfan ( it is a surname ).  being its meaning:<br>The correct term
is Farfan ( it is a surname ).  It is a surname of Spanish, common origin in Latin America.  Christian Spaniards with Arab
customs.

farfantón
It is augmentative of farfante , It means person who is exaggeratedly boastful or braggart.  Very mouthy, very talkative,
vain, proud, fantoche.  In Colombia pantallero or pajudo is also used. 

farfolla



It means capacho, spathe or wrapper of corn panicles, millet and panizo.  It also means that it is lumpy or large, of great
appearance but of little essence. 

fariana
In Colombia, it means relative to the FARC or the FARC. 

farináceas
It means that you can turn into flours.  Plants that have fruits that you can marinate or milling and turning them into flour. 
Plants that can produce starches, starches and thickeners.

fariña
In Colombia it is the name of a flour that is extracted from the cassava.  Cassade, cassecan.  Cassava starch.  In Spain,
it is the name of a television series.  In Galician language it means flour.

farlanga
It means laziness, laziness, laziness, idleness.  Disinterest. 

farmacéutico
Which is relative to pharmacy or drugs.  Relating to medications or drugs prescribed by a physician. 

farmacia
In Colombia it is a site where medicines or drugs are sold.  Drugstore, apothecary.  Name of a specialization in Health
Sciences.  Pharmacology.

farmacobiología
It is the part of pharmacology that is dedicated to the study of drugs or medicines of organic origin, either from animals
or plants. 

farmacofobia
It is the fear of using drugs or drugs in general.  Rejection of the use of medicines to be cured .  It is reflected in patients
who are always looking for severe side effects on each drug that is formulated to it.   .

farmacolexia
It means the remedy choice. It is formed with 40 Farmakon; remedy ) and lexia, lexis lego or lexo ( future or I choose )

farmaconeosia
In medicine it is the alternation of medications during a treatment directed by a specialist doctor.  It is an adequacy
according to the symptoms and the effects they present in the patient. 

farmacos
It is more indicated drugs ( word esdrújula ) .  Plural of drug .  Formulated drug.  It means drug obtained in pharmacy,
medicine, remedy.  A product that you get from a pharmacy. 



farmacotaxia
It is the classification of drugs, the classification of drugs.  It comes from the Greek terms farmakon ( medicine ) taxi and
( order 41.

farnero
Farnero or harnero is a kind of cedazo, sieve or cernidor.  It's a part of the mill like a flour tank.

faro
It is a light placed on a tower that in the evenings orients the navigators.  It means light, focus, bulb.  Light of a vehicle. 
It is also the name of a city of Portugal in the Algarva. 

farol
It is a metal box, with or without glass which is placed a light to illuminate.  Cajeta de carton with windows where a
candle is placed.  Lighthouse, light.  It is synonymous with street lamp, reflector, lamp and flashlight.  It can also mean
blowhard, boasting, lie, lie.  Name of a Tango.  Public lighting.

farolo
In Colombia it means fantoche, smug, vain, fanfare, believed, presumptuous, ostentatious.

farolos
Plural of farolo .  In Colombia it means arrogant, superb, petulant, fantoche, smug, vain, fanfarron, believed,
presumptuous, ostentatious.

farot
It's the name of a Chilean rock band.  Farot is also the name of a medicine for prostate problems.

farra
In Colombia it means party, revelry, parranda, pachanga, revelry, going out to dance and drink.  Have fun.  Gathering of
friends to have fun. 

farragoso
It means it lacks clarity.  Which is confusing and tangled.  Cumbersome, annoying, heavy, messy, tired, fatigued.

farragua
It means scruffy, disarmed, disregulated.  It means he's not well dressed. 

farrapas
In Asturias it is a corn flour cooked in water. 

farraspa
It is an Asturian word.  It means amount of something, quantity, It can also be amount of snow.  Effect of snowfall . 

farria



Physical exhaustion caused by the heat, the primary symptom of dehydration.  Insolation.  Inflection of Farriar
(vulgarismo of farrear).  It means you are partying, revelry, carnavalear.

farro
It's the name of a cereal.  It is a variety of ancient wheat, also called emmer or soft wheat.  Its scientific name is Triticum
dicoccum and belongs to the family Poaceae.  It is very similar to spelt wheat and scandal wheat with which it is often
confused.

farrondón
They are the holes that form at the base of a wall, by detachments of material caused by moisture. 

farruca
Typical flamenco musical rhythm.  Flamenco singing and dancing. 

farula
In Argentina and in Lunfardo language means drug, narcotics.  It is also used as a synonym for debt.

farute
Mean fachoso, fantoche, vain, believed, cocky, conceited, arrogant.  Used in the mining jargon.

fasciculaciones
They are involuntary and almost imperceptible contractions of the muscles.  They can be generated by drug or stimulant
use for long periods or by Magnesium deficiency.  Small muscle spasms.

fascilísimo
Superlative of easy.  It means it's too easy.  It does not require any effort to be performed or executed.  In Colombia we
say "de papayita".  Doable, understandable, simple. 

fascineroso
fascineroso is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Facineroso" as meaning:<br>The correct term is criminal.
Means gunslinger, villain, scoundrel, wicked, wicked.

fasciotomia
fasciotomia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Fasciotomia" as meaning:<br>In medicine, the fasciotomia is
the main intervention to treat compartment syndrome; However, it would be ideal to prevent its occurrence. The same
procedure surgical, but condoms, arises as the best choice, though some authors use may not be justifiable, since it is
not an innocuous procedure. We studied the information available to determine possible prophylactic fasciotomia
indications. Fascius is expensive and tomia cut.

fascistada
Violent and repressive action typical of the fascists.  Action promoted by a dictator. 

fascistoide
It means he has a tendency towards fascism.  A person who promotes or practices some of the doctrines of fascism. 



That looks fascist.  Which is authoritarian.  Repressive. 

fascitis
It is a term used in medicine.  Inflammation of a fascia or aponeurosis .  A fascia is a type of connective tissue that looks
primarily fibrous and strong and covers all body structures. 

fascículo
It means that part of a series, which is delivered by phases or stages.  Booklets that are delivered by stages as separate
to form a book or encyclopedia.  Cluster of fibers of a muscle.  Beam, hacecillo, bunch.

fashionista
Person living up to date on fashion and haute couture aspects. 

fasio
fasio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Facio" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Facio. It comes
from the latin faciem meaning face, face. Facio is also the name of an ancient Greek city of Thessaly, in Grecia.Facio is
also a family name. Facio is used as a prefix or suffix pair denote something related to the face.

fasmido
Phasmid or fasmid is a Castilianization of the word Phasmida, Phasmidae or perhaps Phasmatodea, which mean ghost,
spirit or appearance.  In Entomology (Insect Study), it is the name of an Order of insects known as insect stick,
mariapalitos, insect leaf or horse-killer.

fasola
It means tuca, short, cropped.  Surname of a political nephew of Bob Marley, Argentine roots, called Juan Pedro Fasola
(Fasolita).  Last name in Argentina.

fasquía
It means annoyance, annoyance, exhaustion, tiredness.  Feeling ungrateful or uncomfortable.  It sucks.  Feeling very
uncomfortable. 

fastidio extremo
It can be the definition of disgust.

fastidioso
It means it causes annoyance, displeasure.  That annoys, uncomfortable, bores, angers or angers.  It tires, it produces
exhausted.  Unpleasant, foolish, tired, boring. 

fastidiosos
Plural of annoying .  It means it causes annoyance, displeasure.  That annoys, uncomfortable, bores, angers or angers. 
It tires, it produces exhausted.  Unpleasant, foolish, tired, boring. 

fastigio
Usually in Architecture is a pointed or stiletto-shaped structure that is built on top of a dome.  It is a very common



decorative element in mosques.

fat
It is a word from the English language that means fat (a), or also fat, lard.  Coarse, greasy, greasy. 

fatales
It is the plural of fatal.  It means inevitable, inescapable, irremediable, forced, deadly, disastrous, disastrous, terrible,
fateful, fatal, miserable, unlucky, bad, awful, horrible, regrettable.  Women who used her beauty and sensuality to
commit crimes.  Vampire, evil, villains, anti-heroines.

fatberg
It is a term of English origin (Anglicism) meaning mountain of fat.  In environmental and sanitary slang is the way to
name compacted waste containing sanitary napkins, condoms, wet towels, diapers and now bottle caps, which produce
major problems of clogs in sewerage networks. 

fatiga
It means physical exhaustion, tiredness, fainting, exhaustion, weakness.  It can also mean hardship, difficulty, drowning,
suffocating, suffering.  sorrow.  In the fabric militia that is used in camouflage or campaign uniform.  Stained fabric of
various colors. 

fatigabilidad
It is a feeling of exhaustion or tiredness.  Feeling of lack of energy, of feeling without strength.  Ability to adapt to intense
physical exertion. 

fatima
The correct term is Fatima, with tilde.  It is a name of woman of Arab origin and means only (single woman).  It is also a
town (fregresia) in Portugal, in the province of Beira Litoral, where it is said that the Virgin Mary appeared.  The name of
a neighborhood in southern Bogota.

fato
It means fact or action illegal or dishonest.  Clandestine love.

faua
It stands for Faculty of Architecture, Urbanism and Arts, which is a unit and faculty of the National University of
Engineering of Lima, Peru. 

fauces
It means open mouth, back of the mouth open.  Back of the palate or lip corner.  Separation or opening of the jaws.

faun
It is the name of a pagan or medieval rock band, originally from Munich.  They perform some ancient religious songs
and also use ancient instruments. 

fauno



He was a god from Roman mythology.  He is the god of fields and forests, and the protector of flocks.  He was identified
with Pan in Greek mythology.  Brand of natural shampoo used in Colombia. 

faunófagia
The correct term is faunophagy, leftover tilde.  It means eating animals, eating wild animal meat.  Be carnivorous. 

faustino
Faustino is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Faustino; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is a
male, Latin name means happy, which flatters the luck.

faustinudo
It looks like Faustino, who is like Faustino.  Colloquially it means miuntial.  gigantic, great disproportionate.

fausto
It is a male name of Latin origin.  You mean favored by luck, lucky.  It has as variant Faustino .  Apocope of Faustino. 
As an adjective, you mean cheerful, lucky, happy, happy, happy.  Name of a tragic German writing whose protagonist is
a successful man in life, but very dissatisfied, who makes a pact with the devil.  Its author is the German writer Johann
Wolfgang von Goethe.

fauto
In the biblical sense it is the way to call a vain person to such an extent that he looks ridiculous.  Vain or over-smug.

favara
Favara is the name of an Italian town, which remains in the Province of Agrigento, in the Region of Sicily.  In Valencia,
Spain, Favara is also the official name of a town (Municipality) that is also known as Favareta.

favela
In Brazil they are settlements of misery, very poor neighborhoods.  Slums, suburbs, slums, huts made with precarious
materials and lacking public services.  Neighborhoods that are formed without any type of planned development.  In
Brazil it is a way to call cassava brava, which is a plant of the family Euphorbiaceae, also called faveleira.  Its scientific
name is Cnidoscolus phyllacanthus.

favipiravir
It is an antiviral drug that is being tested against Coronavirus in Japan.  It is also known as T-705.

favonio
It means soft wind blowing from the West.  Breeze, Zephyr.  In Roman mythology was the God of the winds, the sea
breeze, the favorable wind.  It had dominion over plants and flowers.  God's gardeners.

fawaris
In Arabic it means Rider or The Riders, who rides a horse.  It is the name of a star in the constellation Cygnus.  It has
also been named by astronomers Delta Cygni, Delta ( ? )  Cyg, 18 Cygni or HD 186882).  Other names it received in
antiquity are Ruc (or Rukh), and Urakhga, names that refer to the mythical bird Roc in Persian and Akkadian languages
respectively.  Nicaraguan Coffee Brand, produced on the Bethania farm, in Nueva Segovia. 



faxes
Plural of fax, which is considered an abbreviation of facsimile .  Facsimiles.  Telephone transmission of a scanned
material.  It can refer to the written message that is sent by a device of the same name, which required a telephone line. 
The message was also called telefax or telecopy.  In essence it was a photocopy that was printed remotely.  It can also
refer to the device used to send these messages, which was also called a fax machine or telecopier. 

fayuca
Smuggling article, usually an imitation of fine or branded articles, but of very poor quality.  In Colombia we say Chiviado,
which means false, imitation, counterfeit.

faz de la tierra
Means in the whole world, by all parties of the world, world, Earth, all over the planet.

fazi
In Italian it is a boy's name and a surname.  It is of Latin origin and means master, sir, owner.  The surname is of noble
origin and of the region of Pesaro.  For some it is apocope of Bonifazi ( Bonifacio ).   Fazi Battaglia is an Italian wine
brand.  There are variants : Fassi , Fazio , Fazzio . 

fábrica
It means factory.  Place where they are made, produced or made things.  Industry, workshop, manufacturing.

fábula
It is the name given to a fabulous narrative or fantasy tale that leaves a moral or teaching.  fantastic or fabulous
storytelling. 

fálara
It was the ancient name of a Greek city, which is now called Stylida.  It was also called Phálara.  It was located north of
the Gulf of Mali and at the base of Mount Othris. 

fámula
In Colombia it means maid, service girl, maid, domestic, service, servant.

fárfara
It means imperfect, incomplete unfinished or half-done.  It is also the name of the cuticle or cloth that coats the shells of
the eggs inside.  In Botany it is also the name of two different plants of the family Asteraceae.  One is the tusyla, mule's
foot or horse helmet, whose scientific name is Tussilago farfara.  The other is the same old beard, which has by
scientific name Urospermum picroides.

fátima
It is a woman's name of Arabic origin which means unique, unique woman (that there is no one else like her).  Name of
Muhammad's daughter.  Queen Mother of the Nasrid Kingdom (Granada), also known as Fatima of Horra or Aixa. 
Generalized name given to Our Lady of the Rosary of Fatima or Virgin of Fatima (Virgin who appeared to three little
shepherds in Cova de Iría (Portugal).   Name of a town in Buenos Aires in Argentina, which belongs to the Partido de
Pilar.  Name of a municipality of Brazil in the State of Tocantins.  There are several localities in Spain and Portugal
called Fatima. 



feacios
Plural of ugly .  In Ancient Greece, it was the name of a mythical village of navigators of the Island of Esqueria, near
present-day Corfu.  According to the Odyssey he welcomed Odysseus on his return to Ithaca. 

feala
It is a brand of quadricopteros, helicopters and drones, drones factory and spare parts for them.  Feala Toy Co.  , Ltd.  It
is one of the manufacturers and sellers of toys big and recognized in China.

febe
Colombia is one of the common names of a bird in the Tyrannidae family.  Also known with the names of black fly trap or
river tyrant.  Its scientific name is Phoebe nigricans.  He lives close to the water currents.  Phoebe appears as the name
of several characters in Greek mythology: Phoebe, daughter of Uranus and Gaea, who with Ceo leto and Asteria.  He
also is known to Artemis.  Phoebe also was the name of a priestess of Athena, married Pollux.  Another was a nymph
and was the sister of Atlantia.  A Heliade, also named Phoebe and was the daughter of Helios.  An Amazon, also named
Phoebe.

febeo
It means solar, of Phoebus, nickname of the Sun.  Relative to Apollo God of light.

febrerico
It is a colloquial way of referring to the month of February in Spain.

febril
It means related to fever.  Atypical episode of health characterized by an increase in temperature.  Afiebrado, on,
feverish, burning, nervous, restless, agitated.

febrilidad
It means febrile quality.  Who suffers from fevers or heat.  By extension : grip, intensity, stirring , warmth .

febrífugo
It is a type of drug or drug that is used to fight fever.  It can also be called antipyretic, antithermal or antifebril.

feca
It means lie, embeed, troll, infuse, slander.  In Panama and some parts of Colombia, feca means lie, falsehood.

fecal
Waste material evacuating the intestines .  It is usually made up of undigested food, mucus, bacteria and bowel lining
cells.

fecas
It means faecal matter, faeces, excrement, manure.  shit, poop. 

fecha
Indication in time of a single and determined day.  It usually refers to a specific day of the Gregorian calendar and in



which a number, month and year are indicated.  Data.

fecha de expedicion
In Colombia is a data that appears on the ballot papers (document ID for adults) in which it is indicated, the date that the
user or interested transacted document.

fechar
You mean dater.  Put exact date to something.  Set month and year for something. 

fechorias
The correct term is misdeeds, with tilde.  Plural of wrongdoing.  They are actions that runs facineroso, the offender.  Bad
deeds of a thug.  Felonies, wickedness, infamy, excesses, transgressions, attacks, crime, mischief, pranks.

fechoría
They are actions that runs facineroso, the offender.  Bad work of a thug.  Felony, evil, infamy, desman attack, crime,
mischief, transgression, pilatuna.

fechorías
Activities that are against the law or the rules.  Works of an offender or a facineroso.  Plural of wrongdoing.  Felony, evil,
attack, transgression, infamy, desman, crime.

fecula
The correct term is starch.  Flour or powder extracted by maceration or grinding of starchy vegetables.  Usually they are
carbohydrates or starches.  Flour, starch, albumen, carbohydrate.

fecundar
It is the physiological process by which two gametes (male and female) come together to form a zygote.  It usually
occurs after sexual intercourse, although in some special cases it can be produced in a laboratory (artificial fertilization). 
Fertilize, fertilize, beget, procreate, pregnant, reproduce. 

fecundizar
It is the same as fertilizing.  It is the physiological process by which two gametes (male and female) come together to
form a zygote.  It usually occurs after sexual intercourse, although in some special cases it can be produced in a
laboratory (artificial fertilization).  Fertilize, beget, procreate, pregnant, reproduce. 

federico
The correct term is Federico.  It means that rules for peace.  It is of German origin.

fedora
Type of flexible short-briswer hat.  In Computing, the name of a free Linux platform.  As a woman's name it is a Russian
variant of Theodora, which means gift from God and is a name of Greek origin.  Female version of the male name
Fedor, Fédor or Fyodor, which is the Russian version of Theodore. 

fedoriano



It means relative to Fedor, proper to Fedor.  Follower of Fedor.  In Mixed Narcial Arts, it refers to those who follow
Ukrainian fighter Fyodor Vladimirovich Yemelyanenko, better known as Fedor Emelyanenko, who is pro-Russian and
openly supports Vladimir Putin. 

feérico
It means relative to the justies, the goblins or the fantastic beings. 

fehaciente
It means faithful, reliable, true, authentic.  That proves, that it attests, that it leaves no room for doubt. 

feijoa
The fijoa is a shrub and a fruit of that same plant.  It is a kind of guava.  Its scientific name is Feijoa sellowiana (or Acca
sellowiana) and the Rosaceae family.  Also called freijoa, freijoa guava, guava feijoa, Brazilian guava.  The name comes
from that the German botanist Otto Karl Berg, is dedicated to the Brazilian João da Silva Feijó.  Feijó is a surname of
Portuguese origin and the name of a municipality in Brazil, in the State of Acre.

feijoada
Typical Brazilian dish whose main ingredient are beans, is considered the national dish.  Frijoladao frejolada.  Feijoada
is a word of Portuguese language and not the Spanish.

feito
It's diminutive of ugly.  In Portuguese it means fact done.

feísimo
It is the superlative of ugly.  It means very ugly, horrible.  ugly to the highest degree.  Horrifying. 

fejudo
It is the apocope of Federación Española de Judo.

fela
It is a word of Arab origin meaning labriego, peasant, country man, farmer.  Felah. 

felatomano
Circus performer who performs by swallowing bladed weapons.  Swallowable .  A person who performs oral sex on
another's penis. 

feliche
It is a woman's name, derived from the Italian Felice.  María Feliche de la Cerda y Aragón was a Spanish noblewoman
who belonged to the House of Medinaceli.

felicia
A woman's name of Latin origin which means is that is always or is happy, radiant.  Variant Felisa or happy.  Felicia is
also a model of the Czech brand Skoda Auto.  It is also a name of a genus of plants in the family Asteraceae, to which
belong the margarita and the margariton, and an Argentine town in the province of santa Fe.



felicidaded
felicidaded is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Congratulations" as meaning:<br>The correct term is
congratulations. To say I wish you the best, you are very happy, the happiness be with you.

felicidades
Contrary to congratulations, in which you praise or recognizes something in a 40 person; A victory, an achievement or a
triumph ) with 34 congratulations; you only refers to that feeling of human sensitivity, which is contrary to the sadness.

felicismo
Subtle ideology that is imposing today that aims to show an apparent happiness or Bliss around the world, many times
without actually feeling. Appearances of happiness, fostered by social networks.

felicitaciones
A greeting given to someone who has achieved a recognition or a triumph. Congratulations, good wishes,
congratulations, congratulations, congratulations, praise, compliments, applause, praise.

felicitarlo
It is the same thing that pleased him.  It is an inflection of compliment.  It means praise, applaud, extol, greet, commend,
congratulate, complete.

feligreses
It means faithful, followers, parishioners.  people who belong to a parish and who regularly attend religious offices. 

feligresía
Set of parishioners or faithful belonging to a parish.  Territory sheltered by the religious authority of a parish priest. 

felipe
Felipe is incorrectly written and it should be written as Felipe ( 41 own name;.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Felipe ( 41 own name;.  It is a name of a male of Greek origin and means he is a friend of the horses.

felis
In biology and zoology it is the name of a genus of carnivores, known as felines or cats.  It is a Latin word meaning
feline, cat.  It was formerly the name of a constellation that was ultimately not accepted.  Name of a star in the
constellation Hydra.  Previously in Biology Felis was a genus that also included big cats, such as Felis onca, to
differentiate nowadays, the genus name Panthera is used, to designate large felines: Felis onca is the jaguar. 

feliz
Person who you feel and live happiness.  It means lucky, happy, glad, happy, propitious, satisfied, risueño, wise,
successful, effective.

felícito
It is a male name of Latin origin and means happy, lucky.  Happy.  They are Feliciano and Felix variants.  Diminutive of
Felix. 



felona
It means traitor, hypocrite, faltonous.  Infidel, perjure. 

felonio
Ornament sacred way of coating, that bishops and Patriarchs were usually was full of crosses and called Polystarion.

felonías
It means treason, disloyalty, perfidy, infamy, infidelity.  It can mean lies, deeds, falsehoods.  Plural of felony. 

felón
That practice or customary to the felony.  In Colombia is synonymous of disrespectful, traitor, Pharisee, perjury, ignoble,
treacherous, hypocritical, disloyal, unfaithful, false, vile.

felpa
You mean stuffed.  Teka or soft fiber made with wool, silk or a sisynthetic fiber.  It is also used as synonymous with
tunda, beating, threshing, zurra, beating, soba, spanking. 

felpisas
It means with the appearance of plush. Soft to the touch, velvety. Similar to velvet. Felpiza is a word in esperanto which
means happy.

feluz
It is a mood that occurs once in life, but can last for many years or forever, without degrowth.

femar
It means pay with natural products that may well be humus or manure.  It also paid with manure or compost clay.  Use
natural fertilizers in gardening or agriculture.

femen
Name of Ukrainian feminist group manifesting their disagreements by topless or nude in public places.

femenil
Mean relative, related or pertaining to the female sex.  It is the antonym of manly.  Female, relative to women, of
women.

femenino
It means typical of women or the female sex.  It means relative, related or belonging to the woman.  It is the antonym of
manly.  Feminine, relative to women, proper to women, to females. 

femifacha
Radical or extreme feminism.  Exaggerated and pernicious feminism. 

feminismo



It is the doctrine that promotes women's rights.  It is a doctrine that promotes equality in women's rights with respect to
those of men. 

feministas
People practicing or promoting feminism.

femio
He is a character of the Odyssey, who was dedicated to singing epics in the name of Penelope's suitors

femirula
It is a term used in Argentina to refer to a person who makes an extreme militancy of feminism, considering men as an
enemy. 

femoral
It means relative to the femur .   It can also refer to the larger artery that carries blood down to the legs. 

femus
FEMUS is a festival of artistic music of international character, which brings together students and teachers from the
schools of music low and secondary in Serbia and abroad.

fen
In Colombia it is the acronym for Financiera Eléctrica Nacional .  which is the name of an entity that handles everything
related to financial and credit aspects of the energy sector.

fenareta
In Ancient Greece it was the name of Socrates' mother and worked as a midwife.  It was also called Fenáreta.

fenec
It is one of the common names of the rabbit fox or rabbit fox.  It is also called feneco or desert fox.  Its scientific name is
Vulpes zerda and belongs to the family Canidae.  

fenecer
It means to end, end, end or die.  Died.

fenecible
It means that it can die, that it is perishable, that it can die.  That it is going to end or end. 

fenecido
It means deceased, dead, deceased.  deceased.  It is an inflection of fenecer.  It means dying, dying.

fenecio
It is undoubtedly an incorrectly written term.  There are three possibilities for a correct term.  1 .  It may be that they ask
cor feneció, inflection of fenecer which means to die, to die, to cry, to finish.  2 .  They may also ask for fending and it is



also inflection of fenecer.  It means rated, dead, deceased.  3 .  Another possibility is that they ask for Senecio.  If so, it
is the name of a genus of plants, herbaceous or shrubs of the family Asteraceae.  Many of them have succulent leaves,
coated with whitish hairs, live in moor areas and are known as friars. 

fenestra
Ea a way to call a window in the old days.  It was also said Fintra.  Latin word meaning window .  It also means wound,
hollow.  Name of skull openings located behind eye orbits in the animals of the Clade Amniota.  They are also called
pits.

fenibutazona
phenylbutazone is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Phenylbutazone" being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Phenylbutazone. Is the name of an anti-inflammatory drug non-steroidal ( AINE ) suitable also for pain control. It
has presentation in creams and is topical.

fenicia
Name given to a thin strip of the Mediterranean Levant, which ran from Mount Carmel to the ancient city of Ugarit. 
Canaan, land of the Canaanites.  The conditions of the mountainous soil and unsuitable for agriculture made its
inhabitants expert navigators and traders.  Name of a civilization that settled in that region.  They were good merchants
and navigators, as well as being among the first to use an alphabet.  It currently covers territories of Israel, Syria,
Lebanon and Palestine. 

fenicio
It means native of Phoenicia.  Language spoken by the Phoenicians or Canaanites.  People who inhabited Phoenicia. 
By extension very skilled person for navigation and also expert person in doing business and obtaining benefits or
profits. 

fenocin
The Fenocin is an indigenous organization, peasant and black, of national character in Ecuador, which has more than
40 years of life. The Fenocin belongs to the Coordinadora Latinoamericana organizations of the field ( CLOC ) at the
continental level, and Via Campesina Global

fenojo
Very old way of saying fennel.  It is a way of calling the fennel, plant with the scientific name Foeniculum vulgare in the
Apiaceae family.  Also known with the names of Milu, anise, fennel, yerba santa.

fenotipo
In genetics, is the set of notorious or visible traits of an individual, such as height, color of eyes or hair, texture, blood,
etc.   Features of a genotype depending on its environment.  genetic characteristics of an individual. genotype.  Traits
manifesting a genotype depending on its environment.

fentanilo
It is an opioid sinetico powerful, stronger than heroin and morphine.  It is a very powerful narcotic agonist.

feocromo
It means dark color or dark gray.  It usually refers to organic tissues that can be impregnated with chromium salts and
become dark.



feodosia
It is the name of a port city on the Crimean Peninsula.  It has also been called Theodosia, Cafa, Caffa and Kefe. 
Another name it originally received was Ardabda, which means seven gods.  Name of a bay in that same region and on
the Black Sea.  In ancient Greek it means God-given.  It is used as a woman's name in Russia.  Name of the wife of
Andrei Romanovis Chikatilo, nicknamed the Butcher of Rostov (Feodosia Odnacheva).  Name of an asteroid 1048. 
Previously this asteroid was named 1924 TP by astronomers. 

feofíceo
It is the castilianization of the technical term and latin word Phaeophyceae, which is a kind of algae of brown colors and
shapes, elongated as strips or straps.  Usually they are edible.

feoleuco
It means it has white and dark colors.  Chiaroscuro.  It refers to fossils, bones, corals or shells that have white and dark
colors.

feral
It refers to an animal that was domestic and becomes wild and their offspring grow wild (Asilvestradas).  A child who has
been raised by animals.  It means fierce, fierce, wild, wild, enmontado, cimarron.  It is the name of a novel of David
Jasso, a Spanish writer.  It is science fiction.

feraz
It means that it is very productive, that it is very fertile.  Fecund, prolific, fruitful. 

fercho
In Colombia it is the familiar and affectionate way of calling people named Fernando.  It has also become common to
call them Fer.  It also means in Colombia, driver, vehicle driver. 

ferezeo
Tribe Canaanite, previous to the entrance of the Israelites in Canaan, which seems to have occupied a section of the
country, as you can deduce from the frequent references to them in the first books AT ( Gen. 13:7; EXD. 3:8; Jos 9:1;
etc.  ). Existed at the time of Abraham. They were very peaceful.

feria de caña
The correct term is " 34 cane fair;. They are festivals or carnivals which take place in Cali, Colombia at the end of the
year. They end up on new year's Eve. There's reign, gatehouses, raging sauce and much, but much rumba.

fermión
It is a term used in Physics and especially Quantum Physics.  It is one of the two basic types of elementary particles that
exist in nature (the other type is the boson).   It is characterized by having a semi-integer spin, therefore it is subject to
the Pauli exclusion principle. 

fernando
The correct way is Fernando ( 41 own name;.  It is a name of Germanic origin male and means bold Warrior.  Fernando
is a song by the Swedish group ABBA.



fernelia
Fernelia means of Fernel, dedicated to Fernelius.  It is the name of a genus which has 4 species of plants, originating
from the islands of Réunion and Mauritius, in the Indian Ocean.  They belong to the family Rubiaceae and have
medicinal uses.  They owe their name to the French scientist Jean Fernel.  "The modern physician" is called and is
considered the father of Physiology.  There is a crater of the Moon called Fernelius or Fernelio.  Fernelio is a male with
Fernel variant name and feminine variants Fernelia and Fernelly.  It means very strong, Warrior brave warrior.  It has
Germanic origins.

feronia
Name of an ancient Greek city, located at the foot of Mount Soracto.  Name of the Roman goddess of the forest, the
forests and vergels.  Name of an asteroid. 

ferra
It is one of the fictional characters from Mortal Kombat X.  It is a symbiotic girl,

ferradas
Ferrada plural .  It was some kind of old weapon.  It was an iron mace used by Greek and Roman warriors to destroy,
dent or break very strong armor.  It was also used in the Middle Ages.

ferrari
It is a surname of Italian origin and an Italian automotive house with equipment in formula one.  By extension, ferrari is a
fast and luxurious car.

ferreñas
They are the same Galician tambourines.

ferri
It is a special type of boat that has a platform flat where transported vehicles from one bank to another in a river or from
one site to another, where there are no bridges.  Magangué to Mompós ferri is used.

ferrolana
It means that a Spanish town in the Province of La Coruña is native to Ferrol.  Regarding Ferrol, related to Ferrol. 

fervientisimo
Augmentative and superlative of fervent.  It means very fervent, very fervent, very devout.  Very pious or passionate,
very enthusiastic or fanatical. 

fesoria
In Asturian language it means small hoe, a tool for agricultural use.  Hoe, jada. 

festejar
It is the Act of assembling a party to celebrate an achievement reached.  Make party, living from revelry,
commemoration.  Celebrate, celebrate, party is, carnavalear, honor, agazajar, remember.



festejo
It means party, celebration.  commemoration.  Inflection of celebrating which means to celebrate, to commemorate. 

festibuga
It is the name of a Song Festival that takes place in the city of Buga (or Guadalajara de Buga), in the Department of
Valle in Colombia (not Cauca, as John says).  It is actually a National and International Festival Performers of the
Romantic Song and a Folkloric Theme.  The trophies of La Ermita Vieja "Señor de los Milagros" are delivered, in Gold,
Silver and Bronze, in addition to cash.  It has been carried out for 51 years (since 1971).  The presentations are
currently held at the Bernardo Romero Lozano Acoustic Shell. 

festín
It means party, celebration.  It also means meal, convite, banquet, cuchipanda.  Party or gathering in which there is an
abundance of food and drinks. 

feten
The correct term is feten, with tilde.  It is a term used in Spain, which means excellent, Super, superb, superior, best.

fetén
It is a term used in Spain, which means excellent, Super, superb, superior, best.

fetiche
Object that is attributed to attract good luck.  Amulet.  An object that can represent a supernatural or esoteric object and
to which magical powers are attributed.  Talisman.  Morbid and sexual inclination. 

fetichista
A person who has fetishes or who practices fetishism.  Who has exaggerated admiration for people or things to whom
he grants magical, extraordinary, or supernatural virtues.  Who feels devotion to various objects. 

feto
Fetus is the same as embryo.  Rudiment, germ, monstrosity, abortion.

feto transversal
It is a medical expression to denote that a baby is " mal " placed in the mother's womb. It usually occurs at 20 weeks of
gestation. It is also commonly called transverse lie.

fetor
It means pestilence, stench, fetidity, bad smell.  Unpleasant smell. 

fetuccine
It is a type of pasta, Italian, consisting of a flat tape-shaped noodles.  It contains egg and flour.  The word in Italian
means little tape.

feudal
It means related to fiefdom or land.  System in which the government exercised it by the owner of the land.  Owner of



the fief or land. 

feudalismo
System of government that is exercised by the owners of the property (fiefdoms) or land . 

fez
It is the name of the third major city of Morocco, after Casablanca and Rabat.  It is also the name of a class of hat
without wings used in Turkey and North Africa.  The fez or tarbush is a male headdress spread to several countries.  Its
name is due to the way in the Moroccan city the dyes were made for its manufacture.

fénix
In Greek mythology was the name of a bird that was reborn from its ashes.  It amounted to Bennu in the ancient Egypt. 
It was consumed by fire every 500 years.  Garuda, Fenhuang.  Renewal resurgence.

fénix o támara
They are two of the common names of a Palm, also known as datilera, Palm or Palm common.  Its scientific name is
Phoenix dactylifera and belongs to the family Arecaceae.

féretro
It means coffin, mortuary box, urn.  Wooden box where the corpses or bodies of the deceased are deposited. 

fértiles
Plural of fertile .  It means fruitful, fruitful, fertile.  That can potentially rot a lot.  Referring to a living being: that can bear
fruit or that can reproduce.  You can have offspring or children.  Ferocious, rich, exuberant, prolific, productive. 

férula
Layer of plaster covering a bone to make it fixed.  Plaster.

férvida
It means that it produces fervor, burning or stimulates passion.  Burning, which produces a lot of encouragement or
awakens the desire.

fétidas
It means they smell ugly, they emit a bad smell,.  They smell rotten or decomposed matter.  Unpleasant smell.  Plural of
fetid .  Smelly, stinking, stinking, filthy, stinking.

fiaca
In Argentina it means laziness, laziness, indolence.  slurry, desidia, negligence, sloop, apathy.

fiambre
In Colombia is the same thing I comiso, snacks or zarapa.  Food which the peasant travel, or for their daily operations. 
It is usually wrapped in bijao leaves.  Provisioning.



fiao
It is a very popular and used vulgarism.  It's a fiat way of saying, which is legit inflection.  It means giving credit and
without requiring further guarantees.  Apply for credit for trust or friendship and your basic guarantee is trust and loyalty
as a customer.  It was obtained by credit.

fiar a alguien
In Colombia means serve as a guarantor, serve as a co-signer. It is the action of responsibility to pay a debt of a person
collected or known where it can not comply with it. Take responsibility.

fiasco
In Colombia it means deception, disappointment, fraud, lie, cheating, appearance, disappointment, package.  That looks
like it's not.  It is acquired with high pretensions and results from lower quality or utility to the expected.

fiate
trust is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Trust" being its meaning:<br>It is the same as saying you trust. It is
a turning legit, it means to believe, trust. Guarantee, make, endorse, respond.

fibras contráctiles
They are structures that possess the properties of contraction and elasticity which allows movements characteristic of
the muscles stretch and shrink according to needs. Fibers that can stretch or shrink ( shrinking ) need without suffering
any alteration or deterioration.

fibrinolitico
fibrinolytic is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 fibrinolytic; with tilde )." being its meaning:<br>In medicine it
is a class of drugs that are used in the treatment of acute myocardial infarctions. They cause the destruction of some 40
quickly blood clotting factors; Lysis ) so that newly-formed clots are usually undo, and the passage of blood is restored.
Anticuagulante.

fibromialgia
In Medicine, it is the name of a rheumatic character disorder that is characterized by widespread pain in fibrous muscles
and tissues, accompanied by insomnia, anxiety and depression.

fibrosa
It means that it has many fibers, of abundant fibers.  It is composed of fibers.  It has the characteristics or appearance of
fiber.  Hebrosa .  They look like hairs or strands.  In medicine, you have fibrosis. 

fibula
The correct term is fibula (with accent).  It's another way of calling the leg bone called the fibula.  In latin it means closing
or brooch.  Began to use the term because of its resemblance with the snap of a PIN or hook.

ficción utopía
They are synonymous with chimera, ideal, fantasy.  Something that is unreal, that does not exist or is not real.

fichero
Name given to the box or cabinet with drawers (drawers) where many tokens can be kept in an orderly manner.  In



Computer Science, section where you can have a computer file, set of files, or data.  Drawer.  In a library, it is a sliding
drawer that is on the desks and serves to store what you want to have at hand.  usually bibliographic records, or
synopses of each of the books.  In the game of billiards, an element with tiles where the carom beads are kept. 

fichú
Large, square scarf used by women to cover the low neckline of a bodice.  The word is of French origin.  Piece or tissue
of cloth that folded diagonally and was used as an ornament on the shoulder. 

ficóloga
It's the same as angologist.  It is the name given to a biology expert dedicated to the study of algae.  Who studied or
graduated in phycology. 

fid
It's the name of a mountain range in Antarctica.

fidedigno
It means genuine, true, authentic.  That deserves credit.  That it is worthy of belief or acceptance.  Reliable, truthful,
truthful, reliable, faithful. 

fidel
It is a name of Latin origin male.  It means that he is faithful, he is trustworthy.

fidelidad
It's the quality of being faithful.  That it is constant, that remains, that demonstrates devotion, that does not change. 
Loyalty, accuracy, punctuality.

fidelio
Fidelio is a name of male which means he is loyal, trustworthy.  It is of Latin origin.  Variant Fidel.

fideo
It is a very thin type of pasta similar to spaghetti.  It is widely used to make soups.  It also means long and thin, skinny,
skinny.  Nickname of an Argentine footballer whose name is Ángel Fabián Di María. 

fiderismo
fiderismo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Fideism" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Fideism.  It is a
religious doctrine which profess that God can't be reached with the thought, reason or science but through faith.

fides
In Roman mythology she was the goddess of loyalty, faith and trust.  Latin means faith.  In Colombia it is the name of
the Foundation for the Research and Development of Special Education. 

fidget spinner
They are words of the English language and not of the Spanish language. Apart from the juguetico of fashion that kids
especially love. Fidget and spinner are words of the English language. Fidget means concern and spinner spinner.



fidio
Fidio is a male name of Latin origin.  Name of one of Jupiter's sons.  In an anime about football Fidio Aldena is a striker
of the Italian Orfeo and plays as captain when Nakata does not play.

fiducia
It means faith or trust.  It is a contract of good faith, of commercial type, in which a person can deposit a money or some
goods to another person or company in order to obtain a common benefit to both parties.  Money that is paid to a
construction company that sells real estate before building them by plans).  Interestingly, it is also the name of an
asteroid. 

fiebre palúdica
Relative to tropical fevers, especially malaria or yellow fever.  Tropical infectious disease transmitted by the bite of the
female Anopheles mosquito.  Fever caused by Plasmodium.  Malaria, yellow fever.

fiebrepalúdica
Malarial fever is the fever that causes malaria, tropical fever.  Fever malaria or malaria.  Main symptom of malaria or
malaria.

fiel
It means that it is constant, that it remains, that it does not change.  He is also the person who attends a type of worship
frequently.  Parishioner.  Loyal.

fiemo
fertilizer.  manure.  excrement,. 

fierro
Fierro is a colloquial way of referring to a firearm.  Iron, pistol, revolver.  Mark used to designate cattle.

fiesta
It means jolgorio, joy, joy gathering of friends or family where there is food, dancing and liquor.  Fun, rejoicing,
celebration.

fiestiar
It's the same as partying.  Whether you're partying or partying.  Partying all the time.  Walk with rejoicing or fun.  It can
mean being at a joyous dance, at a party.  Dancing, dancing, having fun, celebrating.  It may also mean to lively
celebrate some occurrence of another.  Celebrate, praise, applaud, praise.

fiesto
colloquial way of saying in Colombia party, pachanga, jolgorio.  We also say party.  Family reunion with dance.

fiestoca
In Chile party, gathering friends to dance.  In Colombia colloquially crazy party, party with excess noise, drink, drug and
sex. 



fifí
It is a type of simple hitch used by climbers or mountaineers.  Simple hook.  In Colombia means vain or presumed
person and that dress up fashion.  Colombia also means: high, rich, wealthy Aristocrat class person.  In Spain is the
name of a character from a comic book, called "The Terrible Fifi", of the magazine "Tom Thumb" of Editorial Bruguera. 
Fifi is an aristocrat and terrible.

figadete
The figadete or better still the Jerez figadete, is a Mexican dish that has fried onion, chile, oregano, cheese, salt and
olive oil.  It is typical of Zacatecas and is consumed during religious festivals.

figamolla
Southern Sotho 40 language; Bantu ) means download.

figasa
figasa is incorrectly written, and should be written as Figazza.  being its meaning: Yom thought that the question is by
Figazza.  It is the same as pita bread, it is a kind of flat bread, which will appear at the base of the pizza.

figo
Outdated way of saying fig.  Action confirm something that has been put forward or proclaimed.  Confirm, repeat,
reaffirm, confirm, ratify, assert.  Nickname of former Portuguese soccer player (Luis Figo or Figo simply), which played
in Sporting, Barcelona, Real Madrid and Milan.  His full name is Luís Filipe Madeira Caeiro.

figurones
Athletes who excel.  Outstanding figures.  Augmentative and plural of figure.  Stars, figures.

fijadores
They are substances that are used to keep his hair.  Lacquers.  Chemicals used to fix or maintain some in same
condition.

fijados
It means that something was placed or located securely, with fixation.  That it remained static, nailed, restrained,
secured, glued, embedded, established, resolved, clarified, designated.

fijodalga
It means daughter of a hidalgo, daughter of someone very important.  Person of alcurnia, aristocrat and abolengo.  High
cot.

fila india
It is a row or chain, located in series, one after the other and that move in the same direction.

fila pequeña
It means short tail.  Row of few people.  There are few people waiting for a turn to something.

filacteria



Portable object to which magical powers are attributed.  Implement esoteric protection or for good luck.  Talisman,
amulet, fetish. 

filamentos
Filament plural .  It means it's shaped like thread, thread shape.  In Botany is called filament the sterile basal part of a
stamen, which is a part of the flower and that supports the anther.  In a light bulb is a small spiral metal thread where
light is produced.

filatelia
It is the science that studies postage stamps and stamps.  Fondness for collecting postage stamps and stamps. 
Commercial establishment where stamps and postage stamps are sold, bought or exchanged. 

filatería
Excess of explanation or verbiage to give or issue a concept.  Excessive words to try to entangle or deceive. 

filematofobia
It is the fear or aversion to kissing or being kissed.  It is considered to be the fear of transmission of viruses and bacteria
by this route. 

filete
It is a type of longitudinal cut of beef that is located under the smooth loin.  It is a high quality and low-fat meat.  The
word is of French origin.  Name given to a sliced piece of meat that can be beef, pork, chicken or fish.  Slice of lean
meat and fish without thorns.  Sirloin.  In Modistería molding in the form of a list or long and narrow strip.  Type of seam
flat, long and thin. 

fileteado
It means cut den long and thin slices, also sewn in a filleting machine. 

fileticidad
In biology is the feature that makes a species ancestor, despite the evolutionary process of speciation, is succeeded by
only one descendant species ( or is that biodiversity ) is not altered It is synonymous with anagenesis. When ancestor is
extinguished the species and the descendant, it is, despite the evolution, of pseudoextincion.

filial
It means relating to children.  Company that depends on another larger size.  branch. 

filiales
Plural of filial .  It means relating to children.  They are also companies that depend on a larger one or a parent
company.  Branches , dependents . 

filibustero
It is the same as pirate or Buccaneer.  It was a kind of pirate that assaulting Spanish ships in the Caribbean.

filicida



You mean your own son's killer.  Person who commits filicide.

filicidio
It is the crime a father or mother commits in murdering his or her own child.

filiera
In heraldry is the name given to a thin stripe that adorns a shield on its edges.  Flange or edge a shield or herald. 
Narrow strip located on the edge of a shield.

filigrana
Delicate and fine object of ornament, made with gold or silver threads. 

filipe
It's a male name in Portuguese.  is the Portuguese variant of the names Felipe (Spanish), Filippo (Italian) and Philip
(English).  It is a name of Greek origin and means the friend of horses.

filipichín
In Colombia it means well-dressed, elegant and very well groomed or presented man. 

filipina
Woman or person adeula, resident in the Philippines.  Related to the Philippines.  Relative to Philip or Philip.

filipinas
It means relative to Philip, which belong to Philip (Name of a King of Spain and Prince of Asturias, coincident with the
current one).  Name of a nation made up of several islands in the Pacific and whose capital is Manila. 

filippo
It is the Italian version of the male name Felipe.  The name is of Greek origin and means friend of horses. 

filis
It means skill, dexterity, grace and delicacy to do things well.  Type of toy or amulet, consisting of a mulequito of mud
that women tied with a ribbon on their arm. 

filípica
It means sermon, censure, admonition or reprimand very rigorous.  Reprimand, scolding. 

filme
It's an anglilicism by film or tape.  It's also an inflection to shoot, which means recording a movie.  Record movements on
a tape. 

filmes
It is an anglicism that means movies.  Videos or recordings in images.



filo
In Colombia means crest of the mountain.  Hill, Summit, mountain.  It is also the sharp edge of a knife or a machete. 
Tagus, cutting edge, Blade, blade.  In biology is the same as phylum or trunk, a taxonomic category immediately below
the realm, also called division for the case of plantae (plants) and fungi (fungi); edge is the subdivision of the kingdoms
animalia (animals) and protista.

filo-
Filo- , is a prefix that means friend, love, passion.  Filo, as a noun means cutting side of a knife or knife.  In Colombia it
means summit, summit, water dividing line in a mountain range.  Mountain, mountain range.  Colloquially means hunger,
appetite, cravings for eating.

filodia
The phyllode or filodia in Botany is an apparent blade, that looks like a sheet.  It is an adaptation of a petiole or a stem,
which expands to carry out photosynthesis in a plant (as if a sheet) functions

filogenesis
phylogenesis is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Phylogenesis" being its meaning:<br>It is the science that
studies the evolution of the species. Study of the development and adaptation of species.

filogenia
In biology it is the degree of kinship between species.  There is also the term in linguistics and refers to the classification
of human languages according to their origin. 

filoginia
Attraction or love towards the feminine or women.  Worship of women. 

filomena
It is a name of Greek origin.  It means "The Very Beloved", "The Most Beloved" or "The One Who Loves to Sing". 
Ancient name given to nightingale (songbirds of the family Turdidae).  Name of a Saint of the Catholic Church, martyred
by Septimius the Roman Emperor (Lucius Septimius Severus).  Name given to a snowstorm that affected Spain in days
gone by. 

filomorfa
The word filomorfa is used in biology and means in the form of sheet, in laminated form. With appearance of a sheet or
a sheet. Thin, laminated.

filomorfa
The word filomorfa is used in biology and means in the form of sheet, in laminated form. With appearance of a sheet or
a sheet. Thin, laminated.

filoso
In Colombia any type of knife or machete very sharp.  It's got a lot of edge.  In Colombia colloquially it also means
hungry, eager to eat.

filosofía



Etymologically it means love for science, knowledge or knowledge.

filosoma
It is the name given to the larval stage of locusts.  He has a plankton life and his body is transparent.  They are called
crystal crabs or crystal shrimp.

filoxantina
It is the name of a natural dye that exists in chlorophyll.  Dye yellow.

filoxera
It is the castellanization of the term Phylloxera.  It means friend of sand or drought.  Entomology is the name of a genus
of insects in the family Phylloxeridae, which are parasitic aphids that especially attack vine cultures.  It can also mean
pea, drunkenness. 

filoxero
Phylloxero or phylloxera is the name of an insect resembling the aphid that is a plague of the vine.

filustria
Ornament, action made with skill and elegance.  Finesse, elegance, bearing, dexterity, skill.  Art of doing things right. 

fimosis
It is a term used in Medicine.  It consists of an alteration of the skin surrounding the penis, in which the impossibility or
difficulty of lowering the skin of the foreskin occurs.  Most of the time it is caused by bacterial infections. 

fin de semana
It is a period of time, usually rest of most workers and comprising the days Saturday and Sunday.  In English it is called
week end, which has popularized the use of weekend anglilicism. 

finado
In Colombia, the term is used to refer to a deceased, a dead person.  Deceased, deceased, dead, corpse, deceased.

finados
It means dead, deceased. occisos.  People who have ceased to exist.  Plural of fining . 

financiero
It means relating to finance.  Investor .  Entity that is dedicated to the loan of money for the purchase of goods. 

finanza
It means relative to the movement of money.  Movement of monetary resources between individuals, enterprises or the
State.  Branch of Economics and Administration that is dedicated to studying the exchange of money or capital.  It is
used more in the plural (finance). 

finanzas



It means relative to the movement of money.  Movements of monetary resources between individuals, enterprises or the
State.  Branch of Economics and Administration that is dedicated to studying the exchange of money or capital. 

fingicidas
fingicidas is incorrectly written, and should be written as a fungicide.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is fungal.
Product that is used to eliminate fungi or molds.  A pesticide that kills fungi.  A chemical that kills the fungus attacks,
blight, rust.

fingir
You mean pretend, make believe.  It is the Act of simulating, deceive, falsify.

fini-
It is a word from the French language that means end, finished, finished, finished.  It is the name of an asteroid (795). 

finiquitada
It is an inflection of finalize.  It means complete, end, finish, terminate, conclude.

finish
It is a word of the English language and means final, goal, termination. 

finisher
It's an English word that means finalist, finalizer.  It ends or ends. 

finito
It is an adjective which indicates that it has a limit of some sort (time, quantity, length, extension, capacity).  Which can
be counted, that is exhausted, which was just.  That you can measure or count.  Perishable, limited, mortal, exhaustible,
reduced, restricted, certain, accounting.

finitud
It's the quality of finite things.  It has an end or an end.  It's over or it's over.

finísimo
It means very fine, superlative of fine .  Of great quality, exalted. 

finojosa
It was old and Spanish way of saying Hinojosa, who is a surname of Spanish origin.  Before, for example, said fermoso
rather than beautiful.  Some words such as smoking, stay with the old pronunciation, although in many parts of
Colombia and especially farmers say humar (which obviously is very typical).

finquita
It means small farm.  Diminutic farm.  Small rural land.  In Colombia also farm or finquita can be a small amount of
money that is given as a deposit or insurance to obtain something for rent or to have permission to use something that
generates risks of damages.  It is usually devolutive, unless no damage or deterioration occurs.  Smallest garment or
deposit. 



finta
It is a move which is dodging with ability an opponent.  Amague, dribbling, deception, Dodge, lance.

fintoso
It means he likes to make fakes.  He likes to cheat or pretend.   False, liar. 

fiñes
Plural of fiñe .  In Cuba it means boy, boy, young, immature, adolescent.  Young boy. 

fiona
It's a Danish woman's name.  It means pure, clean, innocent, white, cute hair.  Named after a fictional princess in the
Shrek Film, she is the film's main female character.  Name of a singer, entrepreneur and actress from the United States. 
Its real name is Fiona Eileen Flanagan and has Irish origin.  Name of an Island, located in southern Denmark. 

fipronil
It is a very broad spectrum 40 insecticide; many applications ) of the family of the fenilpirazoles. It is widely used to
control pests in pets, especially fleas. Atace the nervous system of insects. It is moderately toxic and residual that
remains in the food chain.

fique
It is the name given in Colombia to the plant of maguey, agave or cabuya.  Its scientific name is Agave fourcroydes and
belongs to the family Agavaceae.  Name of the plant fiber that is extracted from that plant.  It is also the name of a very
toxic plant substance that is extracted from that plant and used in illegal fishing.  

fire flag
It means flag of fire.  It is the English name of a plant that in Spanish is known as Thalía, peguajó, pehuajó, huajó,
platanillo or caporuno.  Its scientific name is Thalía geniculata and belongs to the family Marantaceae. 

firewall
It is not a word in the Spanish language, but English.  It means wall of fire or fire barrier.

firmamento
It means heaven, sky, star.   Space, cosmos, infinite.

firoloida
Genus of molluscs in the family Pterotracheidae .  It is the name of a mollusk of the family Pterotracheidae that lacks
shell or leaflets.  It is the only species and also the name of its taxonomic genus.

firulay
firulay is incorrectly written and should be written as "Firulay or firulais." being its meaning:<br>Firulay or firulais in
Mexico is a colloquial form of stray dogs called. In Colombia we say firulais to the dilapidated old cars, we also tell them
stuff, scrap metal, cans or pots. In some parts they also use it to stray dogs.

firulete



It means ornaments that are not very appropriate, arrangements of bad taste, drawing superfluous.  Ornament,
ornament, scroll.

fisberta
Elongated white weapon.  sword. 

fisco
It's the set of assets and assets of the state.  Resources owned by the state.

fisema
Fisema is a Greek suffix compound which means hot air.  There are actually two Greek suffixes: Physao, fise or phise
which means puff and ma which means result, accumulation.  It is used in medicine.

fiseter
It is the Spanishization of Physeter.  In Latin and Ancient Greek it means sperm whale.  or snort tube.  It is the name of a
genus of cetacean mammals that include sperm whales.

fisiocratas
People who promoted the doctrine of the fisiocrasia in France.  His doctrine is summed up in the theory of maximum of
Laissez faire, laissez passer (let do, let go).  This doctrine is opposed to interference by the Government or the State on
any subject, except the sole function of protecting individual rights.

fisioculturista
Person who creates a harmonious body based on specialized exercises. 

fisonomía
It means appearance, stamp, form that a person presents.  External appearance of a thing or person.  Face, face. 
External and particular appearance of persons or objects.  Countenance. 

fisto
It means that it comes on spark, spark ignition, with lighter.  Very rustic shotgun class.

fistro
It's a word that means so-so, guy.  It is a term invented by the small Spanish comic of the Calzada.  It can be taken as a
friendly insult between friends.

fit
It is an English language word meaning adjustment, comfortable, arrangement, care.  It molds or adjusts.  Fitness
abbreviation , fix yourself, get in shape.  Type of low calorie food.  Food for sietas.  In Colombia it is a higher education
institution for technical careers.  FIT stands for Fundación Interamericana Técnica .  Its full name is FIT Educación
Superior Interamericana-

fitness
It is a term in English that means fitness, physical fitness or suitability.  In Spanish it has become common to refer to a



sound State of health or physical fitness.  Good state of health and physical fitness.

fito
It is a Greek prefix meaning vegetable plant.  In Argentina is the apocope of Hola.  Apocopado diminutive of Rodolfo.

fito- o -fito
Fito is a Greek word which means, plant, mata, vegetation, vegetable.  In Spanish can be a prefix or a suffix without
changing the meaning.  In the words of plant pathology and saprophyte has the same meaning (vegetable, plant).  The
first word is the science that studies diseases of plants and appears as a prefix.  In the second, which means he eats
rotting plants, makes reference to a cllase of fungi and figure as a suffix.

fitofobia
It is the hatred or animosity to plants.  Phobia of plants.  Botanophobia .  The main reason is due to the innate fear that
plants would consume a lot of oxygen at night, also because of possible allergies they generate or because they are
hosts of some dangerous larva. 

fitofotosensibilizante
It is a type of substance that increases plants their sensitivity to light or phototropism.  It can also be a property of some
plants that can cause skin redness problems or that also makes them useful for treating problems of hyperpigmentation,
vitiligo and leukodermia.

fitogenetistas
They are scientists that are engaged in the genetic study of plants.  They are those who make genetic improvement of
plants.

fitomorfas
It means that they have the shape or appearance of a plant or the appearance of any item of plant or botanical (flower,
leaf or fruit).  More that everything refers to archaeological items, whether they are pottery, pictographs, carvings or
works of pottery or jewellery with appearance of plants or fruit.  There are many samples of fitomorfas figures in several
of our prehispanos museums.

fitonimia
In Botany and taxonomic Botany is the nomenclature of plants, way or form of call plants, technical or scientific names of
plants.  Usually it consists of two words, almost always with the name of the genus and an epithet that reflects a special
feature.

fitopatología
It is the science that is dedicated to the study of plant diseases. 

fitosanidad
It means plant health, health for plants or crops.  It is the quality of phytosanitary.  Sanitary quality of a crop .  Which
deals with the health and good development of plants or crops. 

fitosanitario
It means relating to plant health.  Related to the study, analysis, prevention and cure of plant diseases. 



fitoterapia
It is a type of naturopathic medical treatment, in which plants or plant products are used. 

fitófago
It means that he eats plants, that he eats vegetables.  Herbivorous. 

fitónimo
The name by which a plant is designated.  Plant name . 

fitrio
It is synonymous with vitro.  Which is done in the laboratory.  In medicine it is a technical way of calling a procedure
used in women who have difficulty getting pregnant and by which extrauterine fertilization is done.  Fitrio is also a male
given name used in Japan, the Philippines, Oceania and Australia. 

fitser
It is not a word in the Spanish language. It means footnotes in Malagasy.

fixture
Positioning, fastening, localization or support device, at the beginning, during or after the operation of assembly,
machining or other industrial process.  It is an English language term.  Translate device, accessory, program, schedule,
date set. 

fixture kanban
fixture kanban is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Kanban" being its meaning:<br>Means of attachment or
application Kanban. It is a program or system software to facilitate work on a computer.

fiyi
It is the name of a small island country that lies in the Pacific Ocean.  It belongs to Oceania.  It is made up of several
islands and the most important city is Suva. 

fíate
It is a turning point of trust.  It means trust, believe, attest.   Have faith.

fíbula
In latin means needle, PIN.  Metal gadget used to temporarily join two pieces of fabric.  Metal hook.  Thin fiber lint,
thread, filament.

física
It is the branch of science that studies matter, energy, movement and natural phenomena.  The molecular structure of
matter is not studied in physics.  It means palpable, concrete, material, body, appearance, shape, figure.  physiognomy. 

físicoculturista
Cultora the physical person.  A person who does special exercises to shape the muscles and the body.  That practice
the buffs.



flacas
In Colombia apart from being the plural of skinny (thin, famished, bony), skeletal, lack of meats), it is also used to mean
weak, unimportant, sterile, useless, useless.

flaccidos
flaccidos is incorrectly written and should be written as "Usually or flaccid." being its meaning:<br>The word is
misspelled. The right thing is flabby or flaccid ( both with tilde ). It means devoid of hardness, flimsy. Lazio, lax, loose,
soft, mushy, decayed, relaxed.

flacidas
The correct term is flabby.  Plural of flabby or flaccid.  It means lacking toughness or rigidity, which are loose.  It means
loose, relaxed, loose, you laxas, desexed.

flaco
Very thin person.  Lacking in meat.  Emaciated, skeletal, stunted, sickly, lean, wiry, lean I enteco.  In colloquial way
unnecessary, harmful, negative and dangerous.

flacos
Plural of flaco.  It means thin, emaciated, lean, lean, dry, lanky.

flacuchento
Too skinny person.  Emaciated, skeletal, stunted, starved, malnourished, weak, skinny.

flagear
It's not really a Spanish language word.  but if it is used by some young population to indicate that it is banded, it moves
or shakes a flag (derived from the English word flag : flag ).  I do not consider that it should be used, nor promote dislike.

flagelo
It is a fact or event of negative or damaging results.  Whip, calamity, prejudice, plague, affliction, disgrace condition. 
Rope or strap that is whips or sticks to the animals, usually of leather and with knots in their strips.  Whip, whip, strap,
waistband.

flagrancia
It means that flagrant, burning and shining before fire.  In law it refers to the crime that is being executed or
consummated when the offender or offender is imprisoned.  Catch the offender when he is executing his misdeed.

flagrante
It means that flagra, that happens or happens right now.  It means clear, obvious, manifest, palpable.  He admits no
doubt. 

flaite
Chile means blown up, gone, drugged, carried.  A term that was initially used to designate marijuana users.  It is
currently used to designate people of bad manners, little culture or lack of education.  It can be considered as
synonymous with ñero, uneducated, rude, vulgar. 



flajelo
flajelo is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Scourge." being its meaning:<br>The word Flajelo is incorrect. The
right thing is scourge. It refers to something that strikes or hurts: plague, plague, epidemic, calamity, disaster, tragedy,
misfortune, punishment, affliction. In Colombia we also use the word to denote a whip, whip, Rod, whip, discipline,
pizzle, waistband.

flamas
Fire or reverberation of a flame.  Incandescent gas.  Muzzle flash or glow of a flame.  Gaseous mass in combustion.

flamenco
It is a Spanish typical dance of Andalusia.  It has excerpts of a strong taconeo or footwork and using castanets in the
hands.  Language of Flanders (Belgium), inhabitant of the born or resident in that region.  Flamenco is also a wader
which has high resistance to salinity, very long legs and with a curved beaks specially adapted to filter out the mud and
that it uses curiously backward.  In Colombia, the most common is the pink Flamingo, its scientific name is
Phoenicopterus ruber and belongs to the family Phoenicopteridae.

flamingo
It is an English word meaning Flemish.  The English name of a large zancuda bird, also known as flemish and belongs
to the family Phoenicopteridae.

flammario
It is also sometimes called Flammarion.  It is the name of an asteroid (1021) that was dedicated to the French
astronomer named Nicolas Camille Flammarion or simply Camilo Flammarion. 

flan
In Colombia it is a dessert of soft consistency, very similar to gelatin, but this is made from milk, eggs and sugar.  You
can add honey or caramel.  It also looks like roast milk.  This dessert is prepared in many countries and with variations. 
In Venezuela they also call it quesito, but they only make it with condensed milk and eggs.  In Peru they call it flipped
milk.

flanco
It means side, side, ijar, end, edge, edge, side.  Regarding the part of the animals, it means anca, rump, hip, quadrilate.

flancos
Plural of flank .  It means side, side, ijar, end, edge, edge, side.  Referring to the part of the animals, it means anca,
rump, hip, quadrilateral.  Sides, bands, sides, ijares, ends, edges, edges, sides, legs, rumps, hips, quadrilaterals. 

flandes
It is the name of a Colombian municipality belonging to the Department of Tolima.  Name of a kingdom that was located
in the area of the Netherlands.  Its territory is currently divided between Belgium, France and Nederland (Netherlands or
Netherlands).  It is also called the Flemish Region. 

flanear
It means wandering, wandering, walking.  Wandering, wasting time.  It is a term of French origin, derived from flâneur,
which translates street, walker.  Walk in a relaxed way through the city, admiring everything in its path.  Also in culinary
can be to give consistency of flan to a food. 



flanquear
It means surrounding, accompanying, being on the sides of something or being on the flanks or sides.  Also protect,
defend on all sides or sides.  Surround the enemy from the sides. 

flapper
Lifestyle used by young women a century ago.  They wore short skirts, smoked with long mouthpieces and had trimmed
and cocoon hair.  They didn't use corsets, drank on par with men and drove at high speed.  It is taken as a term in
English, which means fashionable girl, girl who dresses fashion.  The word derives from the term also in English flapp,
which means flap . 

flaquea
It is an inflection of waver.  It means feeling weak, faint, run out.  Loosen, decline, decline, desist, forfeit, surrender.

flaqueza
It means weakness, fragility, discouragement.  Exhaustion.

flaquito
Diminutive of skinny.  It means very thin, bony.

flato
Gases that accumulate in the digestive system during digestion.  Expulsion or emission of gases via the anal.  In
Colombia, gas are used as synonyms.  gas, fart, flatulence.

flauta
In the oil industry is a perforated tube located at the edge of a pool of oxidation and oxygenation, by the pretend
industrial waters in order to chill and aerate them, go flying through the hole and forming an arc returning to fall to the its
perficie of the water.  It is also a Mexican, consisting of a tortilla dish stuffed and rolled, is usually served with
guacamole.  There are various ingredients.  They also tell him snacks.


